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The Four Bears or Bald Mountain.

cubs took up the path mightily smart.
We chased them for 40 or 50 rods, and our
yelling scared them, I guess. Anyway,
the cubs switched off and went up tw o
trees, and when the old bear saw them g o
ing up, she took to a big birch and got up
in the branches in no time.
“ What to do we did not know. It Avas
getting dark and we were five miles from
a gun. We didn’ t want to chop the trees
down for fear of the bears getting away
and we could not drive them d?>wn any
way. A t last we decided that one of us
would go for a rifle and it fell to me. I
made Waite promise to stick to the bears
anyway and started as fast as I coaid
walk for home.
“ It took me about three hours to go
and return, for the road Avas rough, and
when I got into the woods coming back it
was mighty dark and slippery. When I
got near the place I had left Waite I smel
led smoke and knew that he had been mak
ing himself as comfortable as he could. I
came to the fire, but Waite was not there.
I had brought a lantern and commenced
to look aronnd for him. I didn’ t know
but what the bears had come down and
done him up.
“ In an instant I saw how it was. The
cubs had started to come down and Waite
had killed them with his axe before they
got to the ground. I found a splash of
blood on the tree that the old bear went
up, and after looking around found her
track and alongside of it was W aite’ s.
He had hit the old bear when she came
down, but did not kill her, and so was fol
lowing her over the mountain.

the noise she made. He thought she
wrould bleed to death before she got very
far.”
“ How far was it you followed that bear,
Lon?” I asked.
' ‘Well, Ed, as near as we could figure it
was twelve or fifteen miles, and the woods
wrere awful thick, I can tell you. Waite
had a harder time of it than I had, for he
had to keep close enough to the bear to
hear her crashing through the bushes and
had to run some of the way. A t other
times^ the bear would stop and then he
would keep perfectly still so she would
not start until he got his wind. He didn’ t
want to fight her again until it got iight,
for he knew he had made her ugly.
“ We gave the man that shot her the 815
bounty and took the bear to the village.
Next day we brought in the yearling and
two cubs and got our bounty and the
money for the meat.”
He did not seem to think it was a bold,
fearless thing to do to follow' a wounded
bear for twelve miles through the moun
tains on a dark night, or to kill another
with an axe; but I do and rather have a
rifle and daylight Avhen I go hunting.
After a trout supper Lon harnessed our
horse for us. I gave him my fly-book and
reel, and he said there was enough tackle
to last him five years.
His stories of bear hunts and gunning
expeditions are as interesting as any I
have ever heard, and the best part of it is
I knowr they are true.
E. S. P a r m e n t e r .
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their grub. Shouldn’ t wonder if they’ d
take a liken to you town fellow’s, you aint
so tough as we woodsmen are.”
A cold chill rain over the sports at this
remark and they moved nearer the fire as
the aged man continued his story. “ Yes,
he went straight to Bill Jones bunk and
grabbed Bill by the throat or thereabouts,
but he didnt shut off his wind for he let
out of him the allfiredest yell I ever
heard.
“ It brought everyone in the camp onto
his feet. I guess the Tnjuh Devil’ want
prepared for such a resurrection of men
and bedquilts, for he dropped Bill, and
got out of there in a hurry. Next morn
ing his long jumps kindly indicated that
the scare was mutual for he had jumped
sixty-two feet and some inches by exact
measurement.”
Here the aged man paused to take
breath and renew his quid of tobacco,
and one of the “ sports” ventured to ask:
“ Did Bill die?”
“ Die!” said the aged man. “ Worse
than that! He was in a dead faint for
two days and ever after that he couldn’ t
see anything that had hair oil without
going into a convulsion fit.
“ Next morning we sent tvord to all the
neighboring lumber camps and settle
ments and five hundred men and tw o hun
dred dogs were soon in pursuit of that
‘ Injun Devil’ . Being hard pressed he
took refuge in a large swamp. It wassuch a tangled thicket that no man darst
go in. We sent in the dogs but after the
‘Injun Devil’ had killed forty of them the
rest began to grow shy. It was clear now
to all of us that the swamp must be cut
down. We built fires all around it to pre
vent the animal from skinning out and
sent men to the camp for axes.
“ You never saw chips fly as they did
that afternoon for Ave had none too much
time to complete our job before dark.
We narrowed that swamp to about a half
acre before Ave caught a glimpse of that
‘Injun Devil.’ He Avas a terrific sight,
surrounded by a breast-work of dead
dogs, his eyes gleaming like a bull’ s eye
lantern and chunks of foam as big as my
fist clinging to his jaAvs, and a growlin’
and lashin’ his sides with his tail all the
time.
“ As I looked at him I could feel my hair
under my cap tryin’ to stand up. A
dozen shots were fired at him, but the
only effect they had was to rile him the
more, till he charged on the Avhole crew.
You never saw such a scatterin’ and
tumblin’ over each other and cussin’ as
there was. Everything, men and dogs,
that had legs and could run did, except
one man Avho Avas lame; he stood his
ground, though most unwillin', and when
the ‘Injun DeA’ il’ shoAved hisself in the
clearin’ he fired at him.
It Avas a lucky shot but didn’ t kill him
instantly. He leaped fifty feet and lit right
on that poor cripple but died before he
could chaAv him any. He measured tAvelve
feet and a half from the tip of his nose to
the tip of his tail but his tracks wern’ t any
bigger than the on’s ’round here. O, I tell
ye they are terrible creeters.

“ Speaking of bears, ’ ’ said Frank Walker,
the local story teller, “ you ought to hear
Lon Bishop tell how he and Waite Hager
killed four bears on Bald Mountain five
years ago. Just you drive up to Lon’ s
sometime and ask him to tell you a story;
it’ s worth the ride.”
Frank had been telling how he caught
three beavers last winter, and I asked him
for a bear. His reply brought to my mind
the four bears I had seen in the hotel office
about five winters ago, and of reading in
local paper something about how they
were killed. My wife and I drove up over
the mountains to Lon Bishop’ s home.
The house was little more than a few
boards nailed together in any shape to
form a roof and four sides. Lon is a gummer, that is, he gathers spruce gum for
our girls to chew, and makes a good liv
ing at it. He is a short, solidly-built man,
with face
like an Indian’ s and the
straight, long black hair peculiar to this
race. He sells his hair for $12 every year,
he told me.
When night finds him too far from home
to return he takes his tw o straps and
hangs himself from a limb of a tree and
says he sleeps most soundly, and no
“ bars” trouble him. Lon is odd, but he
Indian Devil’s Tracks.
is honest and bi'ave as the story will
show.
Again the Indian Devil is abroad. This
“ Come into the house Ed, and you too,
time his foot prints are seen in WilliamaniMrs. Parmenter, and I will tell you about
tic and Bowerbank.
the four bears and the skins of tw o of
Two “ sports” from Foxcroft, just
them to boot.”
thirsting for his blood, started after him
We went in and to our surprise found
last week. They took a team at Foxcroft
that the room was cool and clean. Lon
“ I started on a trot after him, but did and drove to Willimantic, stopping with
brought out tw o bear skins and told us not see him again until long after day Mr. Packard who runs the hotel at that
they were taken from two of the bears light next morning. The track led over place, to gather information in regard to
that I am to tell you of. They were very the mountain there and down through the the whereabouts of the animal.
fine skins and worth 820 each, Lon said. valley, then they went north and came
They didn’ t have to wait long to be
After we had drank a cup of tea, to sat pretty near to the Deerfield River, then gratified. The evening succeeding their
isfy Lon. he filled his pipe, after asking back southeast again and over Bald arrival there a man came in who informed
permission of my wife, threw himself down Mountain. When I got to Bald Moun them that the beast was near at hand;
on the bear skins on the floor and told us tain it was light enough for me to see the that he had observed its tracks in the
his story.
track without the lantern.
A t three peighboring forest. “ There,” said he,
" I t was along about Thanksgiving time, places along the road I saw where the exhibiting a hand as big as a leg of mut
and there had been a pretty heavy snow bear had stopped and dug up moss to put ton with each finger extended as far from
storm the day before. I had been chop in the wound W aite’ s axe had given her. its neighbor as possible, “ My hand so,
ping up wood up here along with Waite She had bled prettv hard, and I thought I wouldn’ t cover the varmints tracks.”
Hager, and as I had to go eight miles to would come on to Waite and the bear The sports carefully inquired the locality
our chopping ground and didn’ t carry every minute. I did not, though, and up of those tracks and cast significant glances
any rifle with me, I always had my two- over the mountain I went. Now the at each other as much as to say that In
headed axe, though, and didn't d.ieam of track led toward the village, and I knew dian Devil will be our meat tomorrow.
being afraid of anything.
On this Waite would have her anyway. Down They could hardly wait for the morrow
particular morning I started out the same the mountain went the track and at last to come they were so anxious to revel in
as usual, but looked at my rifle and came followed the main road. Pretty soon I his gore.
They talked “ Indian Devil” all that
near taking it with me. I knew it was heard a rifle, and knew that somebody
the finest day of the season to track bears had shot at the bear. A quarter of a mile evening. Finally, they engaged in conver
and came near letting the chopping go further I came upon Waite and another sation an “ aged man. Truth and sincerity
and having a hunt. I gave it up, though, man. The bear was lying in the road beamed forth from his eyes and he spoke
stone dead. Waite had come up just in in answer to their questions w’ith the
and left the rifle at home.
“ Waite and I chopped all day, and until time to see the man shoot her. The man greatest candor.
“ Yes,” said he. “ I have met ’em but
about 5 o ’clock in the afternoon. It gets was soaking strips of w ood for barrel
dark early up there in the mountains; we staves in the brook beside the road, and the meetin’ s were none of my seekin’ .
could just see to chop when we quit work. had seen the bear coming. He had run to They were alw'ays accidental like on my
Our path took us through the thickest his house and got his rifle and killed her part. I haven’ t lost any 'Injun Devils’
kind of woods, and we were hurrying within a few steps of where he was at so I don’ t hunt fur any unless I hunt with
along as last as wre could, so as to get on work. She weighed 395ths., and I never a well armed crowd like I did that one in
the western part of the state fifty and tw o
the main road before dark, when out from saw a bigger one.
“ Waite said that the cubs had come years ago.”
the right of the path came four bears—a
The sports begged of him to tell the
mother, a yearling and tw o pretty well down about an hour and a half after I
started for the gun and he killed each one story. “ Well,” said the aged man, “ as I
grown cubs.
“ We didn’ t think of running, or any with one blow of the axe. The old bear said before, it was fifty and tw o years
When the “ aged man” had finished his
thing but getting those bears, for the got down before he could finish the second ago; there were thirty of us all told in a story, the look of exultation that played
bounty on a bear is 815, and the hide and cub, and he had to fight heron the groqnd. loggin’ camp. It wras a warm night and over the faces of the “ sports” when they
meat are worth from 830 to 830. J grab His first blow took her in the meek and we want afeared of anything so we left learned that an Indian Devil was near at
bed niv axe and started for the yearling, only made her mad. He aimed a second the door of the camp open. After we were hand, had A’anished, and their desire to
and Waite went for the old she one. I blow at her, but she struck the axe and all sound asleep in walked an Injun Devil meet one. which began to languish before
brought my bear a clip side of the head sent it off into the woods. Before he and went straight to Bill Jones’ bunk the story AA'as half told, had completely
that killed him dead in his tracks, but could find it again she stag ed off through though hisen want the nighest to the door died out.
Waite did not have so good luck. The old the w’oods. He could hear her crashing but he was the fastest man in the crew. 1
Next day they were seen at .their usual
bear did not delay to be hit, but with her through the bushes and followed her by reckon ‘Injun Devils’ are particler ’ bout vocations in Foxcroft.
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The week of prayer will be observed by
evening services at the Union church for
Abner Hinkley returned to Bates, Mon the first half of the week, and at the
Methodist church for the last half. Ser
day.
Andrew Aldrich is able to be at work vices will be conducted by the pastors of
the other churches and will commence
again.
promptly at seven.
The village schools did not keep Wed
It was a merry party of young ladies
nesday.
that met at Ambleside to watch the old':
John Matthews was up from Farmingyear out and the new year in. Their many
ton, Friday.
friends would enjoy having a picture of
Business has been at a stand still, wait them as they stood before the tall old clock
ing for snow.
and watched the hands as they drew near
H. H. Vining has gone to Rangeley, to twelve. As the last stroke died away they
work for Mr. Marble.
turned with one accord to wish each other,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Small, of Kingfield, what you all must wish for them, A Happy
New Year.
were in town Thursday.
The announcement has been received of
Wm. McKeen is gaining but not yet
the marriage on January first at Milton,
able to return to his work.
Mass., of William A. Dickey, of Charles
Mrs. Wetherbee entertained a large town, and Miss Mary A. Gardner, of Milwhist party on Saturday evening.
ton. Mr. Dickey has been a frequent
The King’s Daughters meet with Miss visitor at Phillips, and also at Strong,
where his grandmother, the widow of the
Nellie Quimby, Friday, January 17.
late Captain Dickey, is still living at the
New Year’ s ball brought out over thirty
advanced , age of ninty-five. R a n g e l e y
couples. Mr. Towle furnished music.
L a k e s extends congratulations and best
N.
B. Beal, Esq., was very ill Fridaywishes.
morning. Di4. Palmer was in attendance.
The King’ s Daughters met with Miss
Warren Bates recently lost a valuable Daisy Dill, Friday evening and elected the
pup. It is supposed she got choked with a following officers: President, Miss Sarah
Toothaker; Vice President, Mrs. Herbert
bone.
Goldsmith; Secretary, Miss Alberta Mat
Miss Sadie May Brackett returned to thews; Treasurer, Miss Cora Wheeler;
Lewiston to l’esume her studies at Bates Executive Committee, Miss Evie Oakes,
College.
Miss Jessie Toothaker; Entertainment
Sunday night was a freezer, from 18 Committee, Miss Emma Timberlake, Miss
down to 28 below in the different parts of Cherry Bangs, Miss Blanche Kenniston;
Visiting Committee, Miss Josie Whitney,
the village.
Col. E. M. Robinson has just received Miss Crosby. The attandance was very
his regulation badge as a member of the large.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.

Mystic Shrine.
Miss Cfare Hinkley left for Boston Mon
day of last week, to take lessons at the
Emerson College of Oratory.
A t the suggestion of Rev. Mr. Ranney,
a collection was taken on Sunday evening
in aid of the sufferers in Armenia.
It was zero weather Saturday morning,
and the heavy gale that came with it
made it seem forty lower than that.

BEAR YARN.
How Bruin Fetched Gad Loftus In.

One day while I was at the little backwoods tavern at Barley Run, making
some inquiry as to how much pluck, endur
ance and faith a man must have if he stop
ped a while there and thereabout with the
intention of killing a trout now and then,
Mr. M. Saunders’ chimney burned out a big bark-peeler, whose name I learned
was Gad Loftus, came into the tavern
Saturday evening, it was a long time at it
looking hot and sheepish. He sat down,
and kept the people on the watch till quite
breathing hard, and moping his face, on
late.
which the prespiration protruded like the
The northern lights were out Friday knobs on a crooked-necked squash. Ellery
night. “ A change in the weather,” say one in the house looked surprised, but not
the prophets. Snow would be the most a word was said for some time, and then
acceptable change.
Gad Loftus broke the silence with an
Now the weather prophets say snow to emphatic but rather ambiguous exclaimafollow this cold wave. Some of them are tion:
wicked enough to say that so much will
“ Durn my fool gizzard!”
come that the roads will be impassable.
That loosened landlord Joel Jebb’s
The G ood Templars have organized tongue, and he said:
“ Well Gad, what’ s been workin’ you up
their lodge. The West Phillips lodge dis
banded and unites with the village body. so amazin’ ? Been seein’ ghosts?”
Gad gave his face another mop, and
This will give them a membership of
turning to the landlord said:
about 50 to start in with.
“ Joel, did you ever try to hurry up a
Miss Cherry Bangs entertained het*class
in the High school on Saturday evening. bear?”
“ Never tried to hurry ’em up, no,” re
It was a very enjoyable time, and will be
pleasantly remembered by the young plied Joel. “ But I’ ve tried to slow ’em
up, an’ I ’ve done it, too. Yes, an’ I’ ve
hostess whose birthday it was.
stopped ’em sqnare in their tracks, more
Wm. B. Bangs had a couple of checks
times than I ken tell!”
drawn by the Granite State Provident
“ Then I wisht you’d been along with me
Association in payment of the 13th divi
awhile ago an’ either slowed up or stopped
dend. One was for 19 and the other for 4
a bear that was hurryin’ me up!” ex
cents. He was looking for some one who
claimed Gad.
wanted small checks.
“ Was you fetched in by a bear?” asked
C.
E. Parker and E. H. Shepard drove
Joel, grinning.
to Sandy River Ponds Sunday, Dec. 29,
“ I was fetched by a bear by jinks!” ex
to take the advantage of the last two claimed Gad. “ An’ if I ’d only been took
days of open time. They did not bring in by a bear and chawed fine I ’d be feelin’
back any deer. They went up and took a a good deal better! It all come around
look at Camp Winona.
jist on account o ’ my thinkin’ to myself
A very pleasant evening was enjoyed by this afternoon that I’ d cut over to Simon’s
those who attended the Baptist circle at slashin’ an’ see if he’ d got any o ’ that
Mrs. James Toothaker’s on New-Years eve. cider o ’ his’ n left. I had some of it last
The elders talked over old times, and the week, an’ I don’ t know when anything sot
young people had “ no end of a good time” so com’ftable by me as that did. My
playing different games. Miss Burbank conscience never pricked me none fer takfavored the company with a reading, and in’ a little cider, providin’ the cider was
it was long past the usual hour for saying good, an’ this o ’ Simon’s bein’ uncommon
good night, when the last guest departed good, I thought I’ d go over to his slashin’
after wishing the household a Happy New an’ see if he had any more of it left. So
’ bout an hour ago I started for the slash
Year.

in’ . I got up into Ganzer’ s Holler, a
miled in from the road, an’ was crossin’
the Holler when I see a bear not more
than 20 foot ahead o ’ me, nosin’ ’round in
an old log huntin’ for grubs. The bear
kind o ’ s’ prised me, for I hadn’ t see no
bear around these parts for tw o year and
better, except that tame bear of Sally
Gile’ s, the one she riz from a cub, an’
keeps tied to a pole up the road yender by
her school-house. So when I see this one
in the woods I was s’ prised, an’ I wished I
had a gun so as I could gether him in.
But I didn’ t have no gun, an’ not wantin’
to go around the bear out o ’ my way, I
thought I’ d skeer him, and hurry him up
out o ’ there. The bear hadn’ t seen or
heerd me, an’ so I let go one o ’ the unearthlist -whoops I could muster up, expactin’ to see the bear jump gmd take to
his heels.
“ Well, Joel, the bear did jump. He
jumped fust rate, but he didn’ t take to his
heels with that powerful degree of skeertness that I’ d calkilated on. He didn’ t
take to his heels at all, by jinks! He took
to his toes, an’ pin ted ’em straight for me!
He didn’ t look as if he was pleased at bein’
give such a start while he was huntin’ fer
feed, an’ acted as if he was goin’ to find
out what I meant by such goin’ s on. I
backed away a little lively, an’ the bear,
seein’ that I looked kind o ’ sorry for rai
sin’ such a rumpus, an’ wasn’ t goin’ to
hurt him, stopped, an’ looked at me a
spell, an’ then turned and was walkin’
away. An’ now I come to the pint Avhen
I say, ‘Durn my fool gizzard!’ I got it
into my head somehow that the bear was
skeert, an’ I thought I’ d give him another
skeer to hurry him up some more, an’
what did I do but whoop ag’in, not only
wunst but twicet.
“ There was somethin’ aggravatin’ to
the bear about that whoop o ’ mine, or
else somethin’ attractin’ , fer he turned an’
come fer me ag’in. Then, seein’ that j
was a little out o ’ my reckonin’ about
skeerin’ the bear, I thought it was time
for me to get skeered myself, an’ I did. 1
felt that somethin’ had to take to its
heels, an’ if the bear wouldn’ t I would, an’
so I done that, too. I skitted out o ’ the
holler an’ the bear follered me. The bear
kep’ on follerin’ me, an’ he follered me so
fur and so business-like that when I come
along to a nice chestnut saplin’ that was
easy to climb, I dim it. I hadn’ t more
than got settled snug up in the tree when
the bear come prancin’ up to the foot of
it, an’ went to nosin’ and scratchin’
around it, and lookin’ up at me as if he
had half a notion to shake me out. While
the bear was a meanderin’ around at the
foot of the tree I couldn't help but think
like this:
“ ‘A good many folks says that a bear
won’ t chase a man further than enough to
drive him away from foolin’ round where
it is! A bear won’ t, hey? Well I wish
that one of them folks that thinks that
way was me, just now,, an’ I was him!’
While I was thinkin’ like that, an’ other
things, an’ watchin’ the bear, the bear
seemed to git tired of nosin’ around there,
an’ begun to walk away, awful slow,
though, and stoppin’ every few paces an’
lookin’ back as if he was half a mind not
to go, after all. But by an’ by he got
three or four rods away, and went off in
the bi’ush. He hadn’ t no sooner got out of
sight than I slid out o ’ that tree an’ made
another break for Simon’s slashin’ an’ the
cider—for the disap’ intment of that cider
had most made me sick.
“ Joel, tho contrariness o ’ bears is amaz
in’ ! Seems to me I hadn’ t gone 40 foot
when that bear headed me off ag’in, some
how, an’ I had to turn tail an’ make tracks
with the heels to ’ rds the slashin’ ; I didn’ t
have time to shin up the tree ag’ in, and so
I broke for home and trusted to luck.
When I got to the creek, a quartern miled
ahead, the bear was still follerin’ the trail,
positive like, but not seemin’ overpowerin’
anxious. J didn’ t waste time to cross the
creek by the log bridge, but sloshed right
through. There was a good half miled to
go yit ’fore I struck the road, an’ I begun
to have my doubts whether my wind would

hold out till I got there, when all of a sud
den an idea hit me.
“ ‘ By jinks!’ I says. ‘ I’ ll run this bear
around by Sally Giles’ s school-house, an’
he’ll see Sally’ s tame bear and stop to visit
with him, an’ I kin git away, sure as guns!’
“ That idee seemed to give me my second
wind, an’ I shied off to my right to strike
the road above Sally’ s school-house. When
I struck the road, and the bear came out
into it too, he seemed to git it into his
head that I ’d been playin’ tricks on him
an’ was likely to get away, for he put on
more steam and was gainin’ on me at
every jump. Jist then I come in sight of
the school-house, about 20 rods down the
road, an’ Sally jist cornin’ out.
“ ‘ Sally!’ I hollered, as loud as the wind
I had left would let me. ‘I ’m chased by a
bear! Let your tame bear loose to coax
him off as we go by! Let your tame bear
loose!”
By the time I got through hollerin’ I
was most up to the school-house, an’
when I got even with Sally I seen her
slump right down on the door step an’
squeal an’ yell an’ howl a laughin.’ I
looked back.
The bear was makin’
straight for Sally, an’ he laid right down
by her an’ begun to roll and kick, as if he
was most tickled to death, too! Joel, I’ d
been fetched in by Sally’ s tame bear, what
wouldn’ t hurt a fly, an’ what I hadn’ t
heerd was lost; an’ if he’d a been a wild
bear an’ had ketched me an’ smote me hip
an’ thigh, I’ d feel a powerful sight better
than I do now, durn my fool gizzard!”
E d. M

ott.

A h Unconscious Philologist.

Verbal misconceptions, of course, ape
not confined to sacred matters. A boy
kept a diary, wherein he wrote:
Feb. 21—My birthday. Had a cake.
Feb. 22.—Had a stummercake.
This boy was an unconscious philolo
gist, and his etymology of the word
“ stomachache” did him credit, so far as
his means of information went. Observ
ing a sequence of cause and effect in
“ cake” and “ ache,” he conceived that it
was set forth in the word “ stummercake.”
A dear little girl listened too a cat purr
ing and then exclaimed, “ Qh, listen! he’ s
got bees hummiug in his heart.”
A Lamb S t o r y .
I have a cosset lamb. Christmas morn
ing I thought I would have a ride, using
her as my horse. I hitched her to my sled
and jumped on. She started towards the
barn on a run, I thought I had rode far
fenough at that speed so I jumped off just
as she was going through the bars. She
followed the sheep into the pasture over
the stones and stumps, the sled flying at
her heels. It caught on a bush and broke
the rope. It was lots of fun to see her go.
I think my sled will have to be repaired
before I take another ride after her.
P

h il ip

A

lton

Q u im b y .

Redingtoti Notes.
The all absorbing topic of conversation
is, “ When are we to have snow?”
The piles of lumber about the mill are
gradually growing smaller.
Landlord Matthews was at the board
ing house over night, Wednesday.
Men are seen along the P. & R. railroad
with packs or grips, going to, or leaving
the logging camps.
How the teams will have to hustle when
snow does come, to get the lumber that is
being yarded transported to the railroad
track.
The gravel train is busy again. The
rain last week washed out the repairs
that had been made the week previous.
But no delay to trains.
If the waste from the mill could be used
fofr pulp what a saving it would be. Here
is a chance for some of your smart Yankee
inventors to make a fortune, several of
them, in fact, for himself and the mill
owners.
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we reached the end, or where it should be. course you must knew that I never dared
and came across this used all by itself:
to trust Maggie with the bread-making,
and have always had to do it myself.”
MORAL.
It is said that the neighbors have re
Oh how we hated that moral, let me marked that Mrs. .Spouseleigh has a
tell you what it was like. If you were lovely new seal sack this winter, and that
about to sit down to a thanksgiving Mr. Spouseleigh has become a dreadful
dinner and your mother should say, “ Now bore on account of his continued bragging
Three roads,, diverging, wend their several Jhonny I am afraid that turkey and plum about his wife’s cooking.
pudding will not agree with you, so when
ways.
Along the first
you have eaten I will give you some
Peach shortcake is a good and easily
The glad notes burst
medicine,” don’ t you think it would rather
In splendor through the long bright days.
spoil your pleasure? That was just the made dessert, and canned peaches can be
The pathway’s name
effect of the moral, to spoil all the pleas used in place of fresh ones.
L T L m i J U J T J T J T j 'i r m r i - r

kCosy Corner for the Ladies.

Is Fame.
Along the second splendid castles rise
Before the wondering eyes.
Wealth in this pathway lies.
Along the third are common flowers.
And bees hum through unchanging hom-s.
Yet closer seen the flowers have fairest hue,
The skies above are brightest blue.
This is the way
Called “Every day.”

ure we had got from the food. They do
things differently now, all around, medi
cines are given in tiny pills, pellets or
tablets, and you do not object to taking
them in the least, but in your mother’ s
childhood the pills were as large as a
small bullet, and if they had a sugar coat
ing it was sure to crack off and show the
bitter dose beneath. Now pills and story
books do not seem to have very much in
common but they really have. We had to
swallow the moral as we would a pill, all
at one time, but in the modern books the
boys and girls are just like yourselves,
full of faults perhaps, but with such a
desire to overcome them and withal so
lovable that you follow their trials and
victories as if they were your own, and
are made better by the study of their
character. When you lay the book down,
and sorry enough you are to do so, you
have unconsciously swallowed your littie
sugar coated pellets that will do you far
more good than if served all in one great
pill at last aud labelled, A moral.

Do the dear young people all over the
broad land of ours, ever realize what a
glorious thing it is to be living so near
the close of the nineteenth century? Those
of us who were children thirty, forty or
fifty years ago, are filled with amazement
as we think of the changes that have oc
curred within that time. So many won
derful inventions for lightening labor,
such improvements in travelling so that
it has become a pleasure instead of some
thing to be dreaded, and above all so
many delightful books on every possible
subject that will suit all tastes. We feel
sometimes as if the old days must be a
dream they are so far away, but they were
NOTHING LIKE MOTHER’ S COOKING.
very real to us when we were young and
it is especially in regards to the change in
It was at the evening meal. He took a
books that I would call attention. There biscuit, looked at it suspiciously, broke it
was a time when all of our books came open and buttered it, and with critical de
from England and occassionly a child’s liberation’ transferred a small portion of
book would be among them, and very it to his mouth. Apparently it was as he
prim and stiff it was. But children were had anticipated. There was a scowl upon
just‘as bright and fond of reading as they his forehead as he gave his sorrow words.
are to-day and if they did not have what
“ Carrie!” he said, “ it’ s unnecessary to
they preferred they read works intended for tell me that the girl went away to-day It
older people. But the time was coming would be easy enough to see that even if
when they were to be remembered and one I hadn’ t known she was going.”
of the first to write for us was good Mr.
“ Yes?” replied Carrie, meekly, with a
Abbott of Farmington. When you come questioning inflection.
accross an old copy of the Franconia
“ Yes,” continued Mr. Spouseleigh, re
stories or the Rollo books you smile and peating the word in an emphatic tone.
wonder why we liked them, but we did, “ Now, I hate to find fault, because I know
and many of us hold them in dear remem you do the best you can with your limited
brance still, though they are quaint and experience; but it’s pretty tough, when a
oldfasliioned. A t that time people did man comes home at night tired and hun
not give their whole time to writing gry, to have such bread put before him.”
works for young people, but with every
“ Why, I thought,” began the wife.
year the sentiment was growing stronger
“ That’s just it. You thought you’ d
that children must have everything done surprise me; and you have surprised me,
for them that was possible and the result that’s a fact. Maggie’s buscuit were al
is that for years past we have had some ways good, and this sudden change makes
authors whose books were wholly written it all the harder to try to eat one of these.
for boys. Among them. Elijah Kellogg, Y ou ’ ll have to get another girl tomorrow,
the dear old Maine author, who seems to or I shall be obliged to eat my dinner
know boys’ nature so well. W. L. Alden, down town. I suppose I could go over to
G. A. Henty, Kirk Munroe. and a longer mother’s. She is such a splendid oook!
list than I could find time to write. Others What biscuits she always made! They’ d
devote all of their time to the girls who almost melt in your mouth, and then they
would give the first mention to Mrs. were so light and the crust so crisp and
Alcott, while Nora Perry, Susan Coolidge yet so tender!”
•‘ But Fred,” interrupted Carrie, “ these
and many others are prime favorites.
Other authors there are who write for biscuits—”
“ These biscuits are able to speak for
young and old alike and with equal skill.
Among them, Mrs. Kate Douglass Wig- themselves, although they ought to be
gin holds high rank, for while little chil ashamed to do it. I don’ t want to be se
dren enjoy her Christmas carol and the vere with you Carrie, or to say anything
Story Hour. Girls and boys are delighted to hurt your feelings, but I must say that
with the adventures of those of their own these biscuits are the very worst I ever
ages in A Summer in a Canon and Polly tasted in all my life.”
“ I’m sure I did the best I could.”
Oliver’s Problem; and older people find A
“ The intention, however good, doesn’ t
Cathedral Courtship and the Village
Watchtower equally charming though as improve the biscuit. But never mind. I
widely different as the places of which won’ t say anything more. Get another
girl, first thing tom orrow morning.”
they were written.
“ So you really don’ t like these biscuit?”
In the few children’ s books, of long ago,
“ Haven’ t I said so? What do you ask
the characters were invariably like the little
girl, who, “ when she was good was very, that question for?”
“ Oh, nothing; only I ’ll tell her.”
very good, and when she was bad she was
“ Tell her? Tell who?”
horrid.”
Their goodness was of such a
“ Your mother. She was over to-day,
superlative kind that you could never
hope to be like them if you lived a hundred and thinking it would seem like old times
years, so naturally you did not love them to you, she went to work and made these
much, and those that were bad never biscuit.”
“ What? ! ! ! ”
seemed to grow any better. But in spite
“ Yes; and it was quite a relief, for of
of all this we were deeply interested till

DRINKS FOR THE SICK.

Flaxseed lemonade—Pick over and wash
2 tablespoons of flaxseed (whole). Add 3
cups of boiling water; let cook slowly 2
hours, but not boil it. Strain, add sugar
and lemon juice to taste.
Irish moss lemonade—Soak
cup of
moss in cold water; add 2 cups of cold
water and let it cook over hot water 1
hour; strain and add lemon juice and sugar
to taste.
POTATO CAKES.

Save from dinner a soup plate of mashed
potatoes, add to it a half teaspoonful of
pepper, the same of nutmeg, a little salt
and the yolk of an egg; form into small
cakes, put in a buttered baking-pan brush
the top with white of an egg and brown in
a quick oven.—Farm, Field and Fire
side.

3
daughter to her father and mother. The
father returns to his home after a weary
day at business. He is tired in body and
mind. Coming back, as his latch-key turns
in the home door he throws off care; he is
joyous at the thought of the dear ones he
will meet after hours of absence. His
young daughter, in a pretty gown, with
the bloom and freshness only girlhood
wears, should be ready to give him the
attentions he loves—the kiss, the cheery
word—to help her mother and the rest in
letting her father see how much he is loved
at home. Men give up a great deal for
their families—their time, their strength,
the knowledge they have gained in life’ s
experiences—they spend everything freely
for their home’ s sake, and the home should
pay its debt in much outspoken love.
All through life, girls, never economise
demonstration to those who are your very
own. Let them know how much more
you love them. Tell them so. For strang
ers and mere acquaintances we should
have I’eserve and carry ourselves with
dignity, but our own home people have a
right to our unstinted life. Praise the
little brother or the little sister who does
well. If you are teaching a little pupil,
and she is trying hard to show that she
cares for the lesson, let her know that
you are fully satisfied. Praise goes fur
ther than blame in making people good.
Indeed, happy people are generally good.—
Harper's Round Table.

LEMON CUSTARD.

The Obstacle.

I wish some one who has suffered mak
ing lemon custard would try my recipe
and be happy ever after. Take the juice
and a little graited rind of 1 lemon, 1 cup
of sugar, yolks of 3 eggs and 1 whole one,
a pinch of salt; beat all together. Have 2
cups of milk boiling hot and stir into it a
heaping tablespoon of flour wet with a
little cold milk or water, then add the
lemon, sugar, etc, and pour into a plate
prepared as for a deep custard and bake;
frost with the white of 3 eggs and 2 table
spoons of sugar; brown slightly.
M rs. G. R.

In a horse talk an enthusiast expressed
the belief that soon a horse would trot a
mile in tw o minutes. To this another re
marked, “ There ain’ t but one reason why
a hoss can’ t trot a mile in tw o minutes.”
“ What is that?”
“ Why, the distance is two long for so
short a time.”

Carriages!

JELLY CAKE.

O F A L L KIN D S,
A t Prices w hich you Carr
Afford to Buy.

2 eggs, 1 tablespoonful butter, 1% cups
flour, 1 cup sugar, 2 teaspoonfuls of bak
ing powder and flavoring to taste.

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
•Other Well Known Styles.

MRS. WTNTER’ S MOLASSES DOUGHNUTS.

2 eggs, X cup of molasses, X cup sugar,
1 tablespoonful of sour cream, 1 cup sour
milk, 1 teaspoonful of soda, plenty of salt
and ginger and flour to roll
Kingfield.
The very best orange cream is made of
one pint of cream, one-half pint of milk,
nearly a pint of sugar, the clear juice o f
six oranges, the yolks only of six eggs,
Call at Moss’ Livery Stable, Phil
and a pinch of salt, all heated in a milk lips, or write to
boiler till it begins to thicken, then poured
through a hair sieve and cooled. One
spoonful of Royal extract of orange is a
P H ILL IP S , MAINE.
great improvement; then it is ready for
the freezer.

W. J. KOSS,

It will be noticed that lemons are often
utilized in cooking oranges. It is because
cooking, heating, somewhat detracts from
the delicate flavor—the character of the
orange, while that of the lemon, far more
decided, harmonizes, and helps replace the
evaporated flavor of the orange.—Indepen
dent.
Some Suggetious for Young Girls in Home
Life.

One of the sweetest things a girl can
do is to receive friends graciously, par
ticularly at home. In one’ s own house
a cordial manner is peculiarly fitting. Do
not stand off in the middle of the room
and bow coldly and formally to the friend
who has called. Walk over to meet her;
give her your hand, and say pleasantly
that you are very glad to see her again.
Stiff, cold and formal ways of greeting
acquaintances are not proper in a girl
welcoming guests to her father’ s house.
Apart from and more important even
than her manner to a guest who happens
in for an hour or a day, is the manner of a

New
Blacksmith
Shop.

Walker & Lufkin
Having purchased the business and good-will
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
fully announce that they are pi’epared to do

G eneral Blacksnuithing
& C a rria g e R epairing.
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
wood-worker for many years, and both thor
oughly understand their business,
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage.

L. W a lke r,

E. C. L u fk in ,

Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill,
RANGELEY. MAINE.
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ever studied with one plan in view and the opening of the next season, R a n g e l e y
that was to become a professional L a k e s will be on hand with something of
teacher. He is earnest in his work and interest to all the guides, what has been
deserves success.
'
lost in the past contest may be made up
in the future.
Remember, R a n g e l e y
L a k e s LEADS. It never copies.
’ TW IXT YOU AND ME.

HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL,
Editors and Proprietors.

Bangor thinks she has a firebug.
be a bug-a-boo.

It may

TOM REED OF MAINE.
His Old. Friend, Major Dill, is Looking Out

Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Offlce,
as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $ 1 .0 0 Per Year
In Advance.
D e v o t e d to the Interests o f the W h o l e

“ Bangor in Darkness,” l’eads the head
of an article in an exchange. Does that
mean Darkest Bangor?
“ Russia will raise tea.” She has raised
the infernal regions for a good many
years, and any change must be for the
better.

R a n g e l e y Lalees R e g i o n .

In case of a war between the United
States and Great Britain, where will our
A D VER TISING Rates Reasonable, and win “ skedaddlers” go to? It will be too hot
be made known on application.
in Canada.
“ There will be no Paramount Blount
investiga

Address all communications to
business in the Venzuelan
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Rangeley. Maine. tion.—-Bangor News.
R angeley , M e ., T hursday , Ja n . 9, 1896.

The Belfast Republican Journal com
pleted its 67th year. We haven’ t known it
quite as long as that, but its appearence
would indicate that it is good for a i-ound
hundred, and we hope to be able to con
gratulate it when that event occurs.

No, there’s no United State’ s flag flying
there as yet.
Gladstone is writing for the British
workman, a letter on “ Hand Labor versus
Head Labor.”
Seems to me the head
labor of a British workman comes mostly
the morning after pay day.

The State liquor agent reports that
Phillips has bought, during the last year,
It reads funny to take up a paper 43 gallons whiskey, 23 gallons gin, 137 gal
printed in 1853 and read a description of a lons alcohol. “ Split” still seems to be
building to l5e built in New York for the favorite.
“ holding a W orld’ s Fair.” The size was
600 ft. long 150 ft. wide, 100 ft. high. It
Now that the “ oldest inhabitant” . has
was to be built of glass and iron with a got reminiscent and can tell of “ just such
roof of slate. Forty years later think of a winter,” we may expect to learn that
the Columbian Exhibition at Chicago in nearly every year, prior to, say 1890. was
comparison.
minus snow till “ way Tong into Feb’ry.”

From one end to the other of Franklin
County the feeling is prevalent that the
Commissioners of Inland Fish and Game
have not expended any where near as
much of the 835,000 as the section is en
titled to. The papers read before the
Maine Sportsman’ s Association this
week by Commissioners Wentworth and
Stanley may show the other side of the
case. But the complaint is general and
we are in it with the others.
The following, clipped from the Union
(Maine) Times, w ill be of interest to
Rangeley people and others who are
acquainted with Mr. Badger, who is now
superintendent of the school committee of
the town of Warren: “ There are eighteen
schools in this town, including the gram
mar and high schools at the village. Since
Superintendent Badger was given charge
of the work early last spring, there has
been several decided improvements made.
His aim has been to raise the standard of
the schools by employing, so far as possi
ble, professional teachers. During the
past year no less than ten trained teachers
were engaged, eight of whom were gradu
ates from Normal schools. The grammar
and high school course has been raised
from four to five years. The people about
town should heartily co-operate with Mr.
Badger in his good work and the scholars
of to-day will appreciate it not only now
but in years to come. Mr. A. A. Badger,
the Superintendent of the Committee,
and principal of the high school is a born
instructor. He is thirty-two years of age,
and was boi'n in the town of Rangeley,
Me., afterwards moving to Industry. His
early education was slight, attending only
district schools until at the age of eight
een he commenced going to Normal school
at Farmington from which he graduated
with the class of ’87. He taught schools
during his vacations and did other labor
to enable him to pay his school bills.
From the normal school he went to Bowdoin College, graduating from that insti
tution a member of the class of ’95. With
no rich relatives or friends to help him he
marked out a career for himself and has

For Him in Santa Cruz Co-

Major Seward Dill, who fazms below
Soquel, working in the field every fair day,
now 88 years of age, was in Santa Cruz
Saturday, for the purpose of organizing a
Reed club. Mr. D ill’ s eyesight and hearing are somewhat impaired, but his ability
to labor surprises the old hero.
Major Dill was a member of the Repub
lican Convention which selected Abraham
Lincoln for the Presidency for the first
time. The Major went as a delegate from
Maine, instructed to vote for Wm. H.
Seward, but when he reached the Conven
tion he saw that Lincoln was the man for
the place and voted for him. He feels
proud of his vote, regarding Lincoln as
the greatest man who ever sat in the
Presidential chair.
Major Dill is aiz old friend of Tom Reed,
remembering when the latter was first
elected to the Maine Legislature. The
M ajor has frequently driven Mr. Reed to
places where the famous speaker had ap
pointments to deliver addresses.
While Reed was serving his first term in
the Legislature Major Dill said it was
predicted that he would make his mark in
the world. The predictions have since
been realized. He is for Reed first, last
and all the time for the Presidency, and if
he can get up a rousing Reed Club in
Santa Cruz will feel that he has not lived
in vain in the sunset of a green old age.—
Santa Cruz (Cal.) Sentinel.

A Snowless W inter.
To the, Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
I n d i a n R o c k , January 7, ’96.—I notice
in some of the late papers, that the oldest
people say they never knew such a green
Christmas as we have had this winter. In
the winter of 1830 and 1831, there was no
snow, in towns of Dixfield, Mexico, Carth
age, and I do not know how much farthernorth, until February. I went to Turner
from Peru, in January, in a wagon, and
remained in town until February before
anjr snow fell. It may be that Mr. Timo
thy Tibbetts, or Mrs. Happy Quimby, and
possibly John Haley. Esq., may remember
about this.
I think some one has lost a king fisher.
I saw one flying up the Rangeley stream
the 2d. Yours etc.
C. T. R ichardson.

D A IL Y

C IR C U L A T IO N

Over 160,000 C op ies!

An Arkansas City Kansas, woman used
Phillips.
concentrated lye instead of baking powder
S U N D A Y C IR C U L A T IO N *
Mrs. Carlton is still improving in
in her biscuits. Her husband ate of them,
and none of his friends has been able to health.
put any dependence in what he said
The section men are busy all the time
since.—
Could this have been any of our Phillips they are not out on the road, making
shims.
people ?
N.
H. Harnden is building a house in
It is estimated that out of the §200,000 Jay. He has been rushing and it is now
which Auburn and Lewiston pay annually ready for the masons.
to the milkmen, §20,000 goes for water.
H. B. Austin, Esq., of Weld, was in
Moreover this is said to be the estimate of
a milkman, so it should be unquestioned. town Tuesday, with an architect making
The Board of Health of the twin cities locations for his spool mill.
should have the wells of the several milk
President Gilman of the Phillips &
men analyzed.
Rangeley R. R., told parties in town that
Four met for the first time in the House the Kennebago branch was sure to be
restaurant the other day, and their names built next Spring.
were Wheat, Oates, Barley and Rye. A
The funeral services of Mrs. David
quartette of cereals; and something about
several other quarts was said before they Shepard were held at her late residence at
one o ’clock Monday afternoon, and were
separated.
But probably “ Old Rye” was not men conducted by Rev. Mr. Ranney.
tioned, out of respect to the Mr. Rye who
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. G. D.
was present.
Austin will be sorry to learn that both
have been quite sick wnile staying with
Mrs. Austin’ s sister at Belle Plain, Min
The Boat C ontest.
nesota.
The guides contest for the B oat, offered
The mercury standing at 55 above on
by R a n g e l e y L a k e s , closed Tuesday, the morning of Dec. 31st and violets
Dec. 31, 1895, and the boat is awarded to blooming in the open air on New Year’ s,
William H. Ellis, of Greenvale Plantation, are two day’s record for this singular
he having secured the largest list of names winter.
above 25. The contestants have been
The Junior Epworth League at their
numerous but three guides were really the
regular meeting Sunday evening, elected
only ones in the fight, and Mr. Ellis comes
out ahead. The number of names obtained the following officers: President, Everdeen
Shepard; Vice President, Lawrence Noble;
S UBSCRIP 7 7 OV ItA TES.
during the contest has not been known to
Secretary, Hartley Kenneston; Treasurer, MAILED POSTAGE PAID TO ANY PART
any person, save the guides themselves.
Blaine Morrison;Oganist, Lunette Rollin;
OF THE U. S. OR CANADA.
The publishers of R a n g e l e y L a k es have
Literary Committee, Ernestine Davis, Daily Edition,
25c. per month.
not known the number until a week before
Marion Noble, Charlie Kenneston.
Daily and Sunday. Siie.
“
the time of closing, when lists of credits,
on their books, were submitted to the
Daily Edition,
$ 5 .0 0 per year.
Near Cosmopolis, Washington, there is Daily and Sunday, $ 4 .0 0
guides for comparison. No guide has been
“
told that he was in the lead, or was lack lying a cedar tree near Myer’ s mill on the
ing in numbers, thyis the contest has been Johns River, that fell many years ago
ADDRESS
and was partly imbedded in the ground,
fair and squai’e to each.
We are very grateful to the many guides from which, at intervals of 20 feet along
who have interested themselves in intro its trunk, have sprung five spruce trees,
ducing R a n g e l e y L akes to the sportsmen ranging from four to five feet in diameter.
and visitors, and for the many kind words Near by lies a cedar log that measures
spoken in our favor. We trust it may be 17 feet and 10 inches in diameter one way
Philadelphia.
in our power to repay them in full. With and 16 feet 11 inches the other.
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RANGELEY LAKES.
THE CUNNING OF BEARS.
Methods Taken by T h e m to Obscure Their
; y .
Trail.

With the Sportsmen
Hiram W orster and three companions
Augusta knows that this is an open
winter because they are digging angle- from Sangerville, on their recent trip to
worms and the ice has disappeared from Bald mountain, shot two caribou and a
Cobbossee—life is too short to write the deer, and Mr. Worster, as a side issue,
rest of it. When these conditions stare brought home a bushel or so of gum.
the Augusta fishermen in the face at this
Although the young bears at the Port
season of the year, they begin to realize land “ Z oo” went into their dens during
that something is wrong with the weather the cold snap of three weeks ago, this
conditions.
warm weather has enticed them out
The Scotch keeper has but little con again and they are as lively .As in the sumsideration for the feelings of the amateur mep. The deer and other native animals
sportsman. A novice from, the south was are in good condition, as the cold weather
out on a moor in the west highlands, and jusvt suits them.
having unsuccessfully fii’ed twice at a
On Thursday William Cooper, taxider
covey of birds that rose less than 20 yards mist, of Milo, received from Presque Isle a
ahead, he exclaimed excitedly:
“ It’s very fine caribou head, one horn of which
strange that none of them fell. I ’m posi had been shed, while the other was so far
tive some of them must have been struck.” gone that it could be easily taken off
“ I dinua d oot,” returned the keeper, with when dry. The caribou was shot on Dec.
a sarcastic grin, “ that they were struck 7, and Mr. Cooper considers it strange
wi’ astonishment at gettin’ off saeeasy.” that the horns should be so far gone at
At the rate deer are being killed in the this time of year.
Adirondacks, it is only a question of a
Plenty of game in Maine! Why, we are
very few years when that section of the just running over with it. A fox ap
country will cease to be a rival of Maine peared on Cottage street in Bar Harbor
for game. The open season there is from Saturday night and after playing tag for
Aug. 16 to Oct. 31, and during the month, an hour with half a dozen men whisked
from Sept. 10, to Oct. 10, dogs may be away out of sight. Tuesday night a big
used in the chase. Shooting and Fishing owl enjoyed a moderate sail down Drum
in speaking of the law says, “ It seems in mond avenue at Waterville, resting in
comprehensible that in this enlightened various and sundry trees en route.
age any state should permit the killing of
Mr. William Moriarty of this city was
deer in August.” They think hounding in town from the Aroostook game region,
should be prohibited, each person re on Monday, with a snow white buck
stricted to three deer and the open season which he killed at Rainbow lake. The
be from September 1 to December 1.
buck is of good size and has attracted a
Most people would hesitate to face a good deal of attention from hunters and
belligerent moose even with a rifle in their lovers of big game in general. In the im
hands unless they should be taken un mediate vicinity of Mr. M oriarty’ s camp
awares as was a young man from Brown- on Nahmakanta lake seven moose have
ville while near his father’ s lumber camp been killed this season.
in Williamsburg a few days ago. He was
walking along the path when a spike
Joel Cai’lton, of Phillips, speaking of
horned bull moose dashed out of the moose, said he was glad that R a n g e l e y
bushes about tw o rods ahead of him. L a k e s had the facts about big moose,
The young man turned towards camp those that are claimed to weigh from 1200
with some haste it may be presumed, but to 1500 pounds. “ I have shot big moose
when he saw that the moose was after myself and a 700 pound moose is a mon
him and gaining, he stopped and seized a ster.” He went on to say that people
road spud that his eye espied. With this exagerate about as much on the weight
he faced the enraged animal. The latter of bear, that it is often said a bear w-as
seemed to fear the heavy stick and when killed estimated to weigh 500 or 600 pounds.
the now encouraged man could get near “ Now there was the bear ‘Sammy’ that
enough he struck the moose a lusty blow- Mark Keniston exhibited about the
across the back. A t that the moose “ took country for a few years, he was ‘estima
to the w oods” and the young man didn’ t ted’ to go 350 pounds, and -was a fair
give chase.
sized bear, I bought and killed him and he
Apropos of the interlocking horn story weighed just 152 pounds.
Mr. Carlton has not been able to look
published in last week’s R a n g e l e y L a k e s ,
here is another: H. G. Mower of Dexter, after his fur business the past season,
has on his farm a log cabin which he has owing to the sickness in his family, but
ornamented |Htli various trophies of the has bought about $250.00 worth. Among
chase. One iff of uncommon interest. It is them are 100 skunks, 50 fox, JjO mink,
a single moose horn of good size, with 5 fisher, 1 bear and a few coons, cats
three broken prongs, that is a relic of a etc.
forest battle between tw o bull moose that
no man saw. but which was so desperately T o th e E d i t o r s o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s :
While reading your last issue of R a n g e fought that both the animals left inter
locked antlers on the field as a memorial l e y L a k e s I notice that “ 45-90” of Strat
of its fierceness. Deep in the forest north ton stated there was a hound running deer
of Mt Katahdin, Solomon Bates of Hersey west of the Totman Farm that some of the
Plantation, a relative of Mr. Mower, Rangeley guides had better kill before
chanced upon these trophies. The four someone drew a bead on him like they did
horns were hooked together, and all were the other one. Now I wish to state we
broken off squarely at the base. The have no deer dogs in our region and do not
solidity of the bony structure of the horns run deer. If we had dogs that would run
indicates that they were lost in the hight deer we would kill them ourselves and not
of the season, when they must have been ask any of our Stratton f r i e n d s to do it for
firmly set, and could not have been us. I can say we do not have the reputawrenched off without a tremendous strug of running deer with dogs in our region
40-65.
gle. They certainly have a suggestion of either.
Rangeley, Jan. 6.
forest wildness and vigor about them as
mute proofs of such a conflict, that puts
R a n g e l e y L a k e s solicits your orders
the ordinary antler way into the back
for Job Printing.
ground for interest.

| The drove of bears which were reported
j last week as having been followed several

|days by J. R. Sullivan and Willey Geary
1and abandoned, have all been killed, says
|the Whitneyville correspondent of the Ma
chias Republican. After Geary weakened
and came home, Sullivan hunted up his
old chum, Japies Haley, and returned to
the trail.
Sullivan’s, predictions that these bears
were making a trail which bore evidence
that they were seeking a den was entirely
correct, and they exhibited so much cun
ning in their methods of advancement,
that they were followed with great diffi
culty-, which required a thorough knowl
edge of bear habits to overcome. A t one
time they traveled in the open water of a
brook and upon the smooth ice for some
distance, and then left the stream, making
a trail a half a mile in length into the
thick woods, returning to the same spot,
by stepping exactly in the tracks pre
viously made, and again entering the
brook and walking in the open water as
before.
After advancing up the brook for more
than a mile, first in the water, and then
on the hard ice, which left no trace behind,
they came to a growth of low-lying alders
frozen to the ice which extended over a
flat intervale towards the opposite bank
from which they last ileft the stream.
Upon these they walked, leaving no other
sign than the occasional abrasion of a
small piece of bark touched by- a nail.
By these feeble signs, Sullivan was en
abled to get the trail after many hours of
diligent search, otherwise there would
have been no bear story to relate, for this
was their last grand maneuver and they
now took a straight course for the den,
which was half a mile distant under an
upturned root, completely sheltered and
hidden from view by a thick growth of
scrub spruce.
When they were discovered, the largest
bear which was lying upon the outside,
arose, and with a savage snarl made
straight for Sullivan who was slightly in
advance.
One shot in the eye caused her to sink
down, and a second quickly- quieted her
struggles.
There were yet tw o lively bears in view,
who seemed more than anxious to have a
paw in the fight, but they were no match
for these hunters of experience, who
quickly laid them low with their unerring
rifles.
Haley had just opened his mouth good
and wide to enjoy- his victorious laugh,
when a sound from the dark cavity be
neath the root caught his ear, and he
turned just in season to get a view of the
protruding nose of the fourth bear which
immediately received a shot which cut just
deep enough to start his temper, and gen
erate beligerent force enough to bring him
into the arena with as much determina
tion to do or die, as any combatant in a
Mexican bull ring.
Haley and Sullivar^ with a bound to the
rear, gained space to open fire upon poor
bruin, which lasted until Haley’ s maga
zine became empty, before the bear had re
ceived his death wound, but Sullivan’ s
held out till that fate had befallen him.
These bears have been brought down
river, and the meat, hides and bounty will
net the boys fully one hundred dollars.
The Bangor News publishes a table
showing the sliijjments of game from all
stations on the line of the B. & A. R. R.
the totals for the three months of open
time in 1895, are M oose 115, Caribou 130,
Deer 1579. It estimates the number killed
by- local sportsmen, consumod in camp, etc,
as Moose 64, Caribou 115, Deer 1688, mak
ing a grand total of moose 176, caribou
245, deer 3267. This is about 66 per cent,
increase over 1894.
The B. & A. R. R. opened a practically
new country to sportsmen, but the alarm

ing increase in the slaughter, will be veryapt to cause new legislation at the next
session of the legislature. Still, in other
portions of the state the killing has fallen
off, notably in Franklin and Oxford coun
ties, where the absence of snow has pre
vented the shooting of much lai’ge game.
We predict that owing to this fact and
also to the extensive shooting in the
A roostook region that next season will see
the Rangeleys over run with large game.
It will be speaking within bounds to say
that rising 4000 deer have been killed in
Maine during the past three months. Had
the season been favorable in this section
the number would have gone close to 5000.
From all sections come reports that during
1895 the law protecting deer has been bet
ter respected than formerly.
Walking a Moose Down.

It is amusing to read where some one
has “ walked a moose down.” Now I do
not believe there is a man living that can
walk a moose to a standstill, so that he
will go no further. I have hunted a part
of each y-ear for more than twenty years,
and have killed about a hundred moose,
and my experience has been that they
would go further than I wanted them. A
man may start a moose, and by following
him constantly the moose becomes ac
customed to seeing him. and will allow
him to approach very closely; but start
the moose up, and it will not take him
long to travel fifteen or twenty miles. A
few years ago some guides in this State
tried to walk a moose down, and after
following him for several days, had to
break tw o or three of his legs to keep him
where they could find him.—Geo. C. Jones,
of CaiTitunk. Me., in Shooting and Fishing.
A Youthful Critic.

[London Telegraph!.

A t Darlington, recently-, a minister’ s
little daughter was attending her first
church service. She had never seen Tier
father in the pulpit before, and, on his
entrance there, her presence of mind for
sook her, and she piped out, in a voice
expressive of recognition:
“ Why, there’ s my papa up there in that
box!”
Avenging propriety swept down upon
the little maiden, and for a season there
was a great calm. But the service was
grievously long to such a wee worshipper,
and she became very restless, walking up
and down the pew and sighing audibly-.
“ It w-on’ t be long, dear,” mamma whispered. Whereupon ensued another brief
period of quiet, but it was not to last.
Tired baby nature had reached its utmost
limit of endurance and by-and-by over the •
quiet listeners arose a little voice, clear
and plausible and coaxing:
“ Isn’ t you nearly done, papa!”
A Clever Juggler.

[New Orleans Times-DemocratJ.

The cleverest juggling trick I ever saw
done, was performed a couple of months
ago in a London music hall. The onlyarticles used were a pretty w illow chair, a
newspaper, a handsome lighted lamp and
a table. With these the performer jug
gled for some time, keeping them all in
the air at once, and managing so deftly
that the light did not even flicker. On
the final toss-up the chair came down on
its legs, the table fell into place beside it,
the lamp landed neatly on the table, and
the performer at the same instant seated
himself in the chair as the newspaper,
right side up, fluttered down into his hand
and he bent over the light to read. This
movement of all the articles was abso
lutely- simultaneous, and and the applause
was deafening.
The Boat C on test.
As stated elsewhere, the boat has been
awarded to William H. Ellis, and Mr.
Ellis selects one of Charles W . Barrett’s
boats. It will be remembered that we left
the selection open to the -winning party,
either a Barrett, a Tufts, or a Loomis.
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Receptions
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and

Who

{Special correspondence of R a n g e l e y L a k e s ],
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Jan. 7, (Special).—

The brilliancy of the annual pageant which
always makes the New Year reception at
the White House one of the most interest
ing events of the season was quite up to
the average this year. There was the us
ual bevy of handsomely gowned women
assisting President and Mrs. Cleveland re
ceive their distinguished callers; and also
as usual most of them, having receptions
at their own houses, left before the tail
end of the procession, made up of those
without official station, g ot a chance to
comment upon their clothes or their beau
ty, or the lack of it—truth compels the
statement that some of them lacked it bad
ly, too.
While there were many new faces among
the members of the diplomatic corps, the
tw o men who attracted the most atten
tion, even from his diplomatic associates,
both at the White House and at the Diplo
matic breakfast given just after they left
the President’ s reception by Secretary and
Mrs. Olney, were the British Ambassador
and the Venezuelan minister. It may be
surprising to those unacquainted with
diplomatic usage to know that the British
Ambassador and the Venezuelan minister
are almost chummy in their personal rela
tions, while their families are on the most
intimate terms, but such is the fact. An
other member of the diplomatic corps who
attracted considerable attention, owing
to the trouble that may arise in connec
tion with the demand of this government
upon Turkey for a heavy indemnity on ac
count of the missionary property des
troyed during the recent riots in Armenia
was the Turkish minister. He is a fullblooded Greek, and is a strikingly hand
some man at all times, but the ladies
declare him “ perfectly killing” when in full
court costume.
President Cleveland looked well, but be
fore the long ordeal was over he began to
shift his weight from one foot to the other
in a manner which indicated that his old
enemy, the gout, is still on his trail. Mrs.
Cleveland presented a picture of buxom
health, most becomingly gowned, and her
gracious smile never deserted her for a
moment, but it was plain to those who
had seen her take part in receptions which
she really enjoyed, during her husband’s
first term, that the smile was only skin
deep and that she was thoroughly bored
before the affair was half over. These
things were, once a pleasure to her; now
they are a duty, and everybody knows
how very irksome duty sometimes becomes
to all of us.
The cabinet receptions were only a little
less brilliant than that at the White
House; they were attended by nearly all
of the same people, but, of course, they
lacked the gorgeous setting given by the
great rooms of the White House with its
grand conservatory to draw upon for
growing plants and floral decorations.
It is undeniable that outside of official
circles the number of families iD fashion
able society which keep “ open house” on
New Year’ s day grows smaller and smaller
each year, and it will probably be consid
ered bad form before the twentieth century
grows very old for any one not in official
life to do so. Of course there are plenty
of people receiving—columns of them—but
as a rule, they are not those who move in
the swell society of the town; they are
just the would-be people who ape the airs
of society folk and imagine themselves in
the swim when their names appear in the
newspapers as receiving. Nevertheless
some of them manage to get lots of fun
out of their receptions as well as to make
things very pleasant for their callers.
The announcement that Mrs. Leiter left
yesterday for Europe, where she will spend
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Curzon,
was as great a shock to a great many
people as would have been a bucket of ice

water poured down their backs. It means
the closing of the Leiter house for the
season, and the loss of many good things.
Col. and Mrs. Fred Grant, who are the
guests of Mrs. U. S. Grant and her
daughter, Mrs. Sartoris, were socially
lionized to a considerable extent this
week. Senator and Mrs. Elkins gave a
dinner in their honor Sunday; Mrs. Sheri
dan a lunch, and Mrs. Grant a dinner on
Monday, and Mrs. Sartoris a lunch and
|Dr. and Mrs. Mackay-Smith a dinner on
Tuesday, which was the limit of their
short visit.
The old year was danced out in a num
ber of society houses, including that of
Senator and Mrs. Brice.
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Cushman Post, No. 87, Q. A. R.

Last Thursday p . m ., James E. Cushman
Post, No. 87, G. A. R., held their regular
meeting and the officers elect, as given in
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , were duly installed by
Staff Officer N. U. Hinkley. A very fair
attendance of comrades. A t the conclu
sion of the exercises, the Post vacated the
hall, and the Relief Corps held their
regular meeting. Their business being
over, the doors were thrown open and the
old veterans were admitted, and were
quickly busy in kindling the camp fire,
hanging the kettles of coffee over the
blaze, packing the coals about the steam
ing beanpot, and making ready generally
for a Grand Army feast. You who have
been, know what that means, and it is
needless to tell, but there may be those
who have never had that pleasure, and for
their informatipn it will be said that a
two story table is always used—perhaps
it is safer to add another story and make
it three—for one plain table will not begin
to hold the many, and various, dishes
that are furnished, so a second story is
needed for the overflow, and the third
story? Oh, that is the one the soldier boy
begins to tell as soon as he gets seated at
the table. The three stories, when inter
mingled, are just jolly. Occasionally the
point of a good story would be lost in the
vigorous request, “ sergeant pass the beans
this w ay,” or “ Colonel, some more cof
fee.” Titles may be used, but rank is un
known, a private equals a Major General.
There is an end to all things, though
this never seems to apply to the eatables
at a Campfire, but the eaters, one by one,
withdraw, the tables are removed, and the
entertainment begins.
A quartette, consisting of Miss Ross,
Miss Cushman and Messrs. Ross and Ham
mons, sang sweetly. Remarks were made
by Rev. Mr. Ranney, Rev. Mr. Nottage,
Comrades Hinkley, Ellis, McKeen, Jacobs
and others. The allusions to the possibil
ity of war were feelingly and patriotically
touched upon, the enthusiasm showing be
yond a doubt that upon the call to arms
every old soldier would respond; the
crutch would be thrown away for the mus
ket; the cane for the sword while the knap
sack would take the place of the plaster
on the back of the loyal veteran.
Miss Cherry Bangs read in a very touch
ing manner “ The Soldiers Reprieve.”
Miss Annie Timberlake gave “ A Little
Man Bought Him a Big Bass Drum.” and
“ Seeing Things.” Both were homorous
and took immensely. Little Miss Voter,
Martha Hanscomb and Joseph Hanscomb,
gave recitations, Comrade Hall, sang a
pleasing song. Comrade Hinkley with a
chorus of old soldiers sang “ Marching
through Georgia,” “ Johnny Comes March
ing Home Again” and other army songs
which were received with much applause.
Miss Mattie Bailey gave a song. Comrade
McKeen gave a bit of the sabre drill,
■which was much enjoyed.
After the programme had been disposed
of a social hour was passed in marches
and plays.
t
It was a pleasant opening of the new
year, for the Post, and Commander E. M.
Robinson, is to be thanked by all for the
enjoyment of the evening.
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CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? Fora
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
MUNN & CO., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In
formation concerning Patents and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice inthe Scientific American, and
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RANGELEY LAKES
THE PARIS SUNDAY.
A DAY OF REST OR RECREATION FOR
NEARLY ALL T H E PEOPLE.
The W e ll to Do Stay at Home, but the
Masses Are Gay and Festive—Especial
Arrangements For Their Entertainment
and Pleasure.

If the day be fine—a bright sun in win
ter and cool breezes in summer—Paris
presents the most beautiful exterior of any
capital in tho world. There are smooth
paved roadways, full of cheap cabs, and
neatly laid sidewalks, free from those
treacherous unevennesses, the bane of the
podostrian in American cities, and, to
cap all, these Paris streets are perhaps
even a little cleaner than tho Manhattan
thoroughfares since Colonel Waring took
up his good work. Then there aro well
trimmed lawns in the many public gar
dens, numerous flower beds blooming in
every season, graceful fountains ever play
ing, innumerable statues and groups of
sculpture by past masters in the plastic
art, comfortablo benches, scattered along
miles of avenues and scores of more com
fortable chairs under the trees of the
broader streots and squafes, countless res
taurants and cafes, with their immaculate
tables invitingly installed on tho Groad
sidewalks, and, lastly, the famous boule
vards—the boulevards, from tho Madoleine
to the Montmartre—the like of which, for
an indescribable something, are to be
found neither in London nor in any Amer
ican city, overflowing, especially on Sun
day, with good natured crowds of men,
women and children in gala dress.
But a description of the attractions of
Paris on Sunday would be quito incom 
plete without some mention of the charms
and entertainments in its immediate vi
cinity. Here belong the horse races, of
fered in groat variety noarly all the year
around, at Longchamp and other subur
ban tracks; the Seine boats, bearing their
happy human freight to the Vincennes
wood in ono direction and to the superb
alleys of St. Cloud in tho other; tho neigh
boring town of Sceaux, with its gardon
dedicated to Robinson Crusoe and Friday
and its dining tables perched in tho easily
accessible branches of towering chostnut
trees; St. Denis, with its tombs, and Ver
sailles, with its picture galleries, and still
farther away, but one of tho favorite Meccas of tho more well to do Parisian Sun
day sightseers, Fontainebleau, with its his
toric apartments and its grand foi est.
Such aro some of the more inviting as
pects of external and exterior Paris on a
propitious Sunday. Now a word about a
few of the intornal, the within doors al
lurements of this same captivating city.
The magnificent Louvre, with its im
mense collections of paintings, sculpture,
antiquities, ethnological and naval mu
seums, is thrown wide open on Sunday,
year in and year out, to the delighted
crowds who throng its galleries from morn
ing till night. The same thing is true of
the fine military museums at tho Hotel
des Invalides, of the Trocadero ethnolog
ical and architectural collections, of the
Guimet exhibition of oriental religions, of
the modern painting and sculpture at the
Luxembourg, of the Canavalet museum so
rioh in souvenirs of the history of Paris,
and true also of a half dozen or more other
museums, collections and exhibitions of
greater or less importance. It is on Mon
day that these public resorts are closed
for the weekly cleaning and sweeping, not
on Sunday, when all the population is free
and can visit them.
Tho two state theaters—the Francais
and the Odoon—and the Opera House aro
not only open throughout the year, winter
and summer, but never dream of closing
their doors on the Sabbath. In fact, on
that day the Francais and the Odeon, ahd,
as a rule, all tho Paris playhouses offer
two performances, afternoon and evening,
when the programmes aro made as popular
as possible and the prices of admission reducod. In a word, the managers s6om to
vie with ono another in an effort to enter
tain tho public, a striking instance of the
democratic spirit which pervades the Paris
Sunday.
Furthermore, the best musical concerts
occur on this same day, and it is on Sun
day, too, that the military bands perform
in tho parks. When the great annual pic
ture exhibitions are in progress, the price
of admission is reduced, as in tho case of
tho theaters on Sunday, and at tho old

salon no charge whatsoever is made in the
morning, when one may see lines of peo
ECHOES.
ple, four or five deep and a block long, fil
ing in through the gates in order to feast I heard beyond the hills a clear voice ringing
their eyes on the best work of the leading And rocky heights the tones were backward
flinging,
artists of the world.
Each airy summit towering there
Now, how do the people of Paris u^o
Gave
forth an answering sound ;
these privileges of a French Sunday? In And yet so
changed it was by oft repeating,
answering this question we may separate It seemed some other self had caught the
the population into two grand divisions.
greeting
The leisure class, that have amused them
And tossed it back with mocking air
And hurried, leaping bound.
selves during the week, generally remain
at home on Sunday, for if they go out I heard a word of gossip, lightly falling,
they complain of finding the streets too A little word, but gone beyond recalling,
crowded, the cabs taken and the theaters
So swift from lip to lip it flew,
full. Speaking generally, it is tho masses
Caught in the social gale;
who take possession of Paris on Sunday, But when the echoing sound came backward
stealing,
and they evidently get so much enjoyment
out of it and must be so much benefited Each voice had added somewhat in revealing
So
that
a listener scarcely knew
by the aesthetic surroundings that even a
The author'of the talc.
Puritan would have to admit that some
—Anna B. Patten in Boston Transcript.
good thing can come out of Nazareth.
Tho big stores and most of the small
T H E H E A R T OF AMERICA.
ones do no business on this first day of the
week, so that the army of clerks is free. Southern People Are American In Ideas
Many of the gnat public administrations,
Progressive and Patriotic.
such as tho post and telegraph offices, close
Edward W. Bok pays a delightful and
early Sunday afternoon and add a large admiring tribute to the south and to the
contingent to those bent on rest and inno southern people in The Ladies’ Home
cent amusements. The mechanics and Journal. Inspired by the management of
vast majority of the day laborers, the shop the Cotton exposition at Atlanta to keep
girls and home servants, the university the gates of the great exhibition closed on.
students, probably from 15,000 to 20,000 Sunday—in fact, to have never seriously
in number; tho cadets from the various considered nor discussed opening them—
government schools, in jaunty uniforms, Mr. Bok contends that the southern idea
and the multitude of school children, all, in this matter of Sabbath observance, as
in their way, give vivacity and variety to it is in a great many other directions, is
the joyous scene.
simply the pure, sound American idea.
M.
Leon Say and several other philanThe most wholesome American ideas, those
thropists have founded an organization ideas upon which our government rests,
whose aim is to secure the cessation of all are nowhere so prevalent as they are at
labor on Sunday, and they are meeting present in the south.
with considerable succe«s. Tho number
They do not question divine laws in the
of the “ Sunday unemployed” is conse south. They accept and perpetuate them.
quently ever on the increase in Paris, so Intellectual progress there goes hand in
that a Parisian Sunday is continually hand with a strict adherenco to the accept
growing in popularity and universality.— ed beliefs of religion. The southern moth
Paris Cor. New York Independent.
er does not explain the Bible to her chil
dren in the light of so called “ modern'
An Important Item.
teachings.” She places it in their hands
Dingle—I hear you are going to got as her mother gave it to her. And with
married next month.
the fundamental principles of religion tho
Wingle— Yes; I hope to.
southern child is taught patriotism and a
Dingle— Well, I suppose you aro pretty love of country. Hence religion and pa
busy. Have you selected a place to live triotism stand side by side in the educa
In yet?
tion of a southern child. The southern
Wingle—Not yet.
people believe in .progress, but progress
Dingle—Haven’t got around to it, I along healthy, rational lines. Theories
suppose. What are you going to give your which mentally upset find no sympathy
bride for a wedding present?
with them. They are content to move
Winglo—I don’t know.
slowly, but sanely and surely.
Dingle—That so? Decided on the ush
And some day, when the vast majority
ers’ presents yet?
of us who live in other portions of this
Wingle—Not yet.
country get through with our camping out
Dingle— Well, well! Going to keep civilization, when we drop our boastful
house or board?
manners, when we get old enough to under
Winglo—Can’ t tell.
stand that there is a stronghold of con
Dingle— You are a strange fellow. On servatism which stands between tyranny
the eve of your wedding and nothing done. and anarchism, our eyes will turn toward
What aro you waiting for anyway?
the south. And we will see there a people
Wingle—I ’m waiting, old man, to learn who are American in ideas and in living,
the size of her father’s check.—-New York a people worshipful, progressive, earnest,
World.
courageous and patriotic—a people who
have made of their land, against defeat
Bob Taylor.
and prejudice, “ the heart of America.”
Bob Taylor was formerly governor of
Tennessee. He is a queer fellow and
The Gift Came Back.
wonderfully versatile. He can rise to the
The young man might have become the
highest oratory or sink to the lowest husband of the girl, only one night when
level of a plantation song in dialect they were at a little party sho drank a
with equal facility. I like one thing ho cocktail that was playfully offered td her.
said about Tennessee, his native state. He felt it his duty to reprimand her mild
“ Our mountains,” said Bob, “ are so high ly. She resented his interference and the
that one can stand on their tops and tickle engagement was hroken off.
the feet of the angels.” —New York Her
He sought forgetfulness in travel, while
ald.
she, with woman’s enterprise, beoame en
gaged to another young man.
The Message.
A wedding invitation was sent to the
His Man—No, miss, they didn’ t come traveler as a peace offering, and as he had
direct from Capting Harduppe. I ’ad tc recovered from his first grief he sent mfetch ’em from the florist’s.
gratulations and also wrote to one oi his
Miss Cashdown—And was there no friends and directed him to purchas- mine
message?
suitable wedding gift and send it to iho
His Man—Well, miss, the florist ’e said happy pair in his, the rejected one’ s, naine.
if the capting didn’t bring off that there
Now, this friend, not being acquainted
rich marriago soon ’o’ d sue for his bill.— with the circumstances under which the
Strand Magazine.
first engagement had been terminated, and
knowing that the bride and groom had
The Dust.
liberal notions as to the sort of an enter
Rich Aunt—'Why do you bring me this tainment to be provided for callers, bought
dust, Tommy?
a handsome sideboard, with all sorts of
Tommy— Because I want you to bite it. bottles and glasses and mixed drink ap
Rich Aunt—Why do you want me to pliances, and sent the glittering barroom
bite it?
array to the bride’s house.
Tommy—Because I heard papa say that
Imagine, if you can, the fury of the
when you b. o tho dust we shall get £20,
bride.
000.—London Tit-Bits.
As she explained to one of her friends,
“ He might as well Lave told me to go
Rousseau declared that “ an idle man in ahead and drink myself to death.”
iho community is a thief.” This is rather
Perhaps the traveler doesn’t know that
hard upon the gentlemen of elegant leisure his wedding present has been sent back
and may explain why only plated ware is and is in storage, awaiting his arrival in
used at the fashionable dinners of the Chicago.— Chicago Record.
season in always suspicious Vanity Fair.
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CHEAP CASH STORE.

Groceries,
Confectionery,
A Fine Assortment of Fruit
and Canned Goods Kept
Constantly on Hand.

ALL KINDS OF RAW FURS.
TERMS, Strictly Cash.

John Haley,
CORNER MAIN and ROND STS

RANGELEY,

:

BAKER

:

M A IN E .

T U FTS ,

Practical Boat Builder,

The Celebrated Tufts Boat.
Built on an entirely new model. Prices from
$25 to $70. Good nice sixteen ft. boat, $35.

Factory over Neal, &

Q

u i m b y ’s

S tork,

Main St..

RANGELEY,

:

:

:

MAINE.

T3. O .
♦

Office H ours.
7.00 A . M. to 12 M.
12.30 P. M. to 6 P. M.
6.30 P. M. to 8.00 P. M.

Sunday.
10 to 11 A. M.

5 to C P. M.

Mails Arrive.
Railway Mails, Daily, 4.55 P. M.
From Greenvale, Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day, 3 P. M.
From Indian Rock, Tuesday and Friday. 12.45
P. M.

Mails Depart.
Railway Mails, Daily, 6.45 A. M.
For Greenvale. Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day, 1 P. M.

Indian Rock, Tuesday and Friday. 8 A. M.
Mails CLOSE Fifteen Minutes Before
Departure.

E. I. HERRICK, P. Of.

RANGELE Y LAKES.
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G. M. Kempton found very fine riding
on the ice with his wheel last week.
The band meets Tuesday and Thursday
evenings and are doing very good work.
The sudden change from May weather
to a January winter without any snow is
a severe jump.
Webster Mayo, who is well known
through this section as salesman for
Houston & Co., of Auburn, is very ill at
his home.
G. M. Kempton has worked in the
woods, lumbering, fourteen years, and one
year in the woods, cutting cordwood.
Quite a record for a young man.
Russell Bros., Estes & Co. are expect
Wednesday, Jan. 29, Regular Commumcaion,
Landlord Bowley renurned Saturday ing to buy birch in this village to be
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M.. from Lewiston and other points below.
sawed into squares. If arrangements are
at Masonic Hall.
completed they w ill want 500 cords. Can
Monday
morning
the
mercury
was
re
Thursday, Jan. 16. Regular meeting Cushman
Post, No. 87, G. A. R., at Grange Hall, at ported as being down to 31 degrees below it be furnished?
Walker & Lufkin have put in a blower
7.30 P. M.
zero.
Thursday Jan. 16, Regular meeting Woman's
The water mill is busy all the time and in place of the old hand bellows. It
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
They are much
is sending out large quantities of job works to a charm.
Saturday, Jan. 11, North Franklin Grange, No.
pleased with the amount of work they
work.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
have done since they' formed the partner
Charles Barrett is to live in Eugene
Election
Saturday. Jan. 11, Regular meeting Phillips Soule’ s house during the lathers absence in ship.
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold Massachusetts.
W. E. Twombly can turn his hand to
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
most any kind of a job. Just now he is
The next meeting of the King’ s Daugh
making a stock for a double gun. The
ters will be with Mrs. Mary Dennison
portion finished is very neat. He has for
next Monday evening.
power a small oil engine and runs a
Charles Harnden and Al. Sprague went variety of machines with it.
Emery Haley went to Phillips Monday. down to the Totman Farm, Thursday, to
James F. Toothaker is anxious to know
close up for the winter.
G.
M. Kempton was in Phillips, Thurs
how the “ ground nut” that the first resi
Mrs. Minnie Smith is home from Bos dents of this place used for food was ob
day.
ton, where she went to pass the winter, ill tained. He says when they tvere suffering
Mrs. Lewis Bowley was in Phillips last health caused her return.
the most was when the snow was very
week.
The temperance lecturer, A. J. Wheeler, deep.
Henry. T. Kimball was in Strong re who was to speak to the people of RangePostmaster Herrick is making a change
cently.
ley, will not appear till further notice.
in the interior of his very neat office. He
Dr. Palmer, of Phillips, was in town
E.
C. Lufkin has a neat tool chest of his
will have a counter just inside the private
Monday night.
own make. An ingenius arrangement for office door where parties wishing money
C.
A. Hinkley is at Redington at workholding saws in place is one of his ideas.
orders or registered matter will have a
for I. W . Greene.
Henry Tibbetts has traded his new chance to transact the business.
All the weather prophets are dumb on blacksmith shop with J. F. Oakes for the
Ernest Haley is turning the ornaments
the snow question.
house and stable at Dead River Station.
for the Rangeley Lake House piazza. He
Mrs. Henry Dill went to Lewiston for a
Toothaker & Kimball are having some is working in W. E. Twombly’ s shop and
few days on Monday.
large sleds made for use in wagoning the makes the shavings fly. Five minutes is
lumber they expect to have when snow about the average time for turning one,
During the year 1895 there were 26 births
but he finished ten in forty-five minutes
and 9 deaths.
Twelve Intentons of comes.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Soule left for one day.
Marriage, were recorded in this town.
Ed. Grant and Rufe Crosby left town
; South Framingham, Mass., Monday,
G. A. Proctor, Esq., was drawn as jury where they will spend the remainder of the for Seven Ponds, Tuesday morning. They
man for the February term of court. His winter.
were drawing a “ moose” sled on which
name was the only one in the box eligible.
Mrs. Amos Ellis went to Wm.1T. Hoar’ s was a small load surmounted with a tw o
Harry Dennison assumed the duties of camp in Redington, Monday, where she inch auger. With this latter they pro
Station Agent and manager of Wilbur & will remain through the winter with her pose to scuttle and sink the Canadian fleet
should they be discovered this side of the
C o’ s store at Dead River Station, Jan husband.
line.
uary 1st.
The New Year’ s Reception in the vestry
Last week we published a few items
Marsh Tibbetts caught a crowr, in the was fairly well attended. The exercises
road up in the Dallas neighborhood, last consisted of reading, singing and recita from Quimby District, sent us by Philip
Saturday. It was nearly overcome with tions. Cake and coffee were served for Alton Quimby. In this issue we have a
story by the same. He is a lad of about
the cold.
refreshments.
nine years of age and has done exceedingly
J. D. Huntoon, the Game Warden pro
Eben Hinkley has a curiosity in a rare
well and R a n g e l e y L a k e s hopes to be
poses to keep a sharp look out for viola book, it being “ Gleasons Pictorial Draw
favored with his items often. W hy will
tors of the game law after snow comes.
ing-Room Companion” vol. 2, published
not other boys and girls send us items?
in Boston 1852. The wood engraved
David Harris was in town Monday.
Five years ago G. L. Carlton found a
portraits
are
about
up
to
the
average
A subscription paper is being circulated
hive of bees in a tree, he made a hive out
chalk
plate
or
newspaper
cut
of
to-day.
to see how much can be raised towards
of a shoe box and took them home. The
building a foot bridge from the steamer In the pictures of the publisher, editor and first winter he kept them in his attic, feed
contributors
are
F.
Gleason,
M.
M.
wharf, at the foot of Lake St., to the
Ballou, Sylvanus Cobb, Jr., Dr. J. H. ing them on sugar. Two years ago last
Rangeley Lake House Point.
Robinson, Francis A. Durioage and other summer he had one swarm come out. The
The plummers are at work piping the writers of that day. It is very interest next year he g ot tw o swarms but lost one.
Rangeley Lake House.
The carpenters
ing to look through and note the many Last summer the old swarm sent out four
are putting on the finish in the rooms, the
swarms, and the remaining one two.
changes since then.
piazza is railed and everything will be
R a n g e l e y L a k es has frequently made
The
many
residents
of
North
Franklin
ready for the rush in the spring.
and the thousands of tourists who used to mention of fine work done by T. H. Bar
Milton Nile, a young man who was be his guests at the Elmwood at Phillips rett and still there it more. He has the
skating on Rangeley lake, and coming to will be interested in the following news frame nearly completed for a neat plat
a reef, while skating very fast, jumped the from Washington: A very active canvass form rocker with an adjustable back, that
reef, but landed so near a hole he had no is made for the restaurant privileges of is to be an improvement on the common
time to steer clear of it, and went in. He the House of Representatives. This is of kind. As a worker in iron he is an expert.
swam across the open place and climbed more or less interest to people of the Pine He has a draw-knife, with reversable
out.
Tree State because Mr. Theodore L. Page, handles, and a spoke pointer that show
proprietor of the Senate restaurant, is fine workmanship.
C.
W . Barrett is busy these days. He
Landlord Marble is making great
has under way 23 boats at the present one of the leading candidates. Mr. Page
time. He will build one that will be is one of the most genial restauranters in changes in the ell of the old hotel that
placed on exhibition at the Sportsmen’s Washington and is especially liked by was left. The partitions of the lower
Exposition in New York. Mr. E. S. legislators and newspaper men. He also floor are to be removed, the chimney torn
Osgood, a well known frequenter of the has opened a hotel in this city on Fif down and tw o new ones built. The re
Rangeleys, who is connected with the U. teenth street, near the Shoreham. Mr. constructed house will consist of tw o
S. Net and Twine Co., Broadway. N. Y., Page, as will be recalled, was discovered tenements, fitted and arranged in modern
is to place it with their exhibit. As they by Senator Frye, while the senator was style with bath-tubs, and a pipe will bring
deal in all kinds of fishing tackle, it is a on one of his fishing trips in the Rangeley the celebrated mineral spring water to
each part.
very fine position for his boat.
region.
The Irene is still submerged.
Fred Soule has been down country for a
few days.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Saturday, Jan. 18. Regular meeting Rangeley
Lester Thompson has bought a •house
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden lot on High St.
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
The train has been on time lately, no
Wednesday p. m.. Jan. 15, Regular meeting
delay at Phillips.
W. C. T. U., at the Library.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, was in
Rangeley Lodge, No. 200, I. O. G. T., meet in
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even town Tuesday night.
ing.
Guess this freezes the lake so it will
|stay frozen for a while.
Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, Jan. 13, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
The open place in th e 1lake was frozen
Lodge, No. 05, A. O. U. W. Hall in Bates over Tuesday morning.
Block.
J. J. Wilbur went to Kennebago to look
Tuesday, Jan. 1-1, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
after
his traps, Tuesday noon.
O. F., No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
AMONG TH E O R D E R S.

Local Paragraphs.

One of our citizens made a bet of a - dol
lar that there would be a foot of snow by
9 o ’clock Thursday morning, of last week.
Before light of that morning he was fran
tically searching for the taker of the bet ,
to get a cut down of 75 per cent on snow
and wager.
Rangeley people will be interested to
learn that F. B. Greene, the well known
merchant at Boothbay Harbor, advertisesto sell out his business also his residence.
He carries an immense stock of hardward,
cutlery, crockery, etc., and is one of
Boothbay Harbor’ s most enterprising
business men.
The passengers on the out train Thurs
day, had the pleasure of seeing a most
charming sunrise, while passing along the
Dead River valley. The sun was coming
up between tw o peaks of the Saddleback
Mountain range, with broken clouds
above, brilliantly tinged with orange pink,
while the rest of the Mountain was cap
ped with a black and heavy snow squall.
The Christmas tree at the house of Wm.
Wilcox, on Christmas evening was a grand
success. The thfee was very beautiful,
trimmedwith ribbons, pop corn and apples
and its boughs bent under the weight of
the handsome and valuable presents, too
numerous to mention, their value being
estimated at over a hundred dollars. The
following programme was rendered: Sing
ing by the company; Address and prayer,
Wm. W ilcox; Christmas Day, Mrs. Bell
W ilcox; The Boy that helps his Mother,
Olive Searles; Chistmas Night, Mary Tay
lor; Bethlehem, Lettie Taylor; Reading,
Mrs. Carrie Gile; The Shepard, Mrs. Dora
Taylor; Yorkshire Boy, Wm. W ilcox;
Singing, Mrs. Bell W ilcox and Mrs. Carrie
Wilbur; Into the Better Land, Mary and
Lettie Taylor; Reading, Mrs. Bell W ilcox;
Santa Claus, Etta Wilbur; The War Cry,
Charles Gile; Christmas, Olive Searles;
Desolate Night, Mrs. Dora Taylor; Pret
tiest Doll in the World, Maude Gile;
Clarence Sleepy Head, Clarence Gile; Dea
con Ram, Henry Searles; Address to
Young Men, Wm. Wilcox, Christmas Carol
Mrs. Maria Philbrick. After the distribu
tion of the presents, all, both old and
young joined in a Sociable. About seventyfive were present. A t midnight, with
many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox,
for the pleasant evening passed under
their hospitable roof, the company took
their several ways to their homes, making
the hills echo withthe joy of their hearts.
A F r iend of R a n g e l e y L a k e s .
Dallas.
Emma Raymond’s baby is very sick.
Vellie W ilcox has been very sick, but is
better.
Chapin Marden returned to Strong,
Wednesday.
Silas Adams went to Sylvester’s Camp
Saturday, with a load of hay.
The Brackett Bros., of this place, killed
a sheep this week that was 13 years old.
John Sebin was in Dallas this week, to
assist his mother in getting ready to move
to Strong. They will go Monday.
Redington.
Geo. McL. Presson,of Farmington, was in
town Monday on business.
f
Charles J. Zingg, of Farmington, was
visiting the camps about here the first of
the week.
A. B. Gilman, Esq., President of the
P. & II. railroad, and Geo. M. Goodwin,
Esq., Treasurer of the Redington Lumber
Co., both of Haverhill, Mass., came up
here Saturday night on special, returning
to Phillips, Saturday.

Notice.
All persons indebted to the subscriber, by
note or account, are requested to call and
settle the same on or before the first day of
February, 1896. All demands unsettled at that
date will be left for collection.
JOHN HALEY.
Rangeley . Me .. Jan. 1, 1895.
5w*32

